
 

The Trailer creation 
taking an old hunting trailer and converting it for Overlanding 

 

1 - Hard to believe it started out as a blue rotting out hunting trailer. But a little bit of elbow grease, paint and welding - viola! 
Our first trip off-road with the trailer was a success! 



Still have work to do with the girl. We have a 3 burner propane stove, water tank and solar power setup 

all to install yet. At this point though - it works and works well! 

 

2 - The first time out on the road. 

 

3 - Can hardly wait till I install the shelves, stove and plumbing - will get to loose the bins finally!! 



 

4 - My honey.  

In the next section, there are a dozen or so photos - just scroll through and you'll see the progression of 

our beloved trailer. 

 

5 - The Start 



 

6 - Old hitch - about to be replaced with an off-road hitch!! 

 

7 - Yup - looks a little weathered to say the least 



 

8 - Definitely a bit weathered!! 

 

9 - Stripping the walls out.  



 



 

10 - a few floor boards replaced..  



 

11 - The new hitch! 

 

12 - and the walls came down....  



 

13 - Dry fitting the new walls 

 

14 - The painting begins 



 

15 - Finally - all painted! 



 

16 - The final assembly of the walls - complete 

 

17 - Not totally complete yet - but getting there! Foxwing on order. Still need to find access doors for the sides. Temporary 
kitchen setup.  



 

18 - Grabbed a solar water heater from one of the Overlanding shows we attended this year. Works pretty good! Still trying to 
figure out how to keep it pressurized. It would appear the "rad cap" supplied with the shower, only supports up to a maximum of 

25psi..... I'm going to try and find one that's at least double! 

 

19 - Finally Tepui came through with a replacement tent!!! The first one was an absolute disaster - but this one is 100x better! I 
swear the first one was built on a Friday and 4:45pm and it was probably the 13th as well!  

https://www.roadshower.com/


 

20 - NO MORE TARPS!! We now have our Foxwing!! Thanks to Kakadoo Camping. What an awesome piece of kit this is - so 
happy with it!  

 

21 - Its taken a really long time to find a used access door that is the size we want, but we now have one! I can't believe how 
expensive these doors are to purchase new!!  

http://www.oztent.com/Products/foxwing-awning-product
https://www.kakaducamping.com/

